Trial Advocacy and Dispute Resolution (TADR)

TADR 400. Trial Advocacy. 3 hours.
Fundamentals of trial practice through simulations and mock trial proceedings. Course Information: Previously listed as JD 181. Prerequisite(s): JD 401 and JD 405 and JD 406 and JD 407 and JD 411 and JD 414 and JD 415 and JD 416; and LAW 402 or LAW 403 or LAW 404; and LAW 412 or LAW 413; and JD 425.

TADR 401. Trial Advocacy: Accelerated. 3 hours.
Students learn the fundamentals of trial practice through simulations and mock trial proceedings. Course Information: Previously listed as JD 183. Prerequisite(s): JD 401, and JD 405, and JD 406, and JD 407, and JD 411, and JD 414, and JD 415, and JD 416; and LAW 402 or LAW 403 or LAW 404; and LAW 412 or LAW 413; and JD 425.

TADR 402. Trial Lawyer: Advocacy. 3 hours.
Analyzes evidentiary issues and the fundamentals of trial practice through simulations and mock trial proceedings. Course Information: Previously listed as JD 184T. Prerequisite(s): JD 401 and JD 405 and JD 406 and JD 407 and JD 411 and JD 414 and JD 415 and JD 416; and LAW 402 or LAW 403 or LAW 404; and LAW 412 or LAW 413; and TADR 457.

TADR 403. Trial Advocacy: Advanced. 3 hours.
Explores advanced issues pertaining to trial practice and participation in simulations involving the use of deposition testimony, motion practice, voir dire and jury instructions. Course Information: Previously listed as JD 182. Prerequisite(s): JD 401 and JD 405 and JD 406 and JD 407 and JD 411 and JD 414 and JD 415 and JD 416; and LAW 402 or LAW 403 or LAW 404; and LAW 412 or LAW 413; and TADR 457 or JD 425; and TADR 400; and TADR 401 or TADR 402 or TADR 404.

TADR 404. Trial Advocacy: Accelerated for Intellectual Property Attorneys. 3 hours.
Designed for students who intend to practice intellectual property law and involves the preparation and trial of one or more jury trials. Course Information: Same as IP 404. Previously listed as JD 189/IP 430. Prerequisite(s): JD 401, and JD 405, and JD 406, and JD 407, and JD 411, and JD 414, and JD 415, and JD 416; and LAW 402 or LAW 403 or LAW 404; and LAW 412 or LAW 413; and JD 425.

TADR 410. Trial Advocacy/Alternative Dispute Resolution Team Competition. 1 or 2 hour.
Participation on a trial or alternative dispute resolution team. Course Information: Previously listed as JD 001. May be repeated to a maximum of 8 combined hours in TADR 410 and TADR 411. Prerequisite(s): JD 401 and JD 405 and JD 406 and JD 407 and JD 411 and JD 414 and JD 415 and JD 416; and LAW 402 or LAW 403 or LAW 404; and LAW 412 or LAW 413; and JD 425 or TADR 457.

TADR 411. Barristers’ Board. 1 or 2 hour.
Students receive course credit for managing the Trial Advocacy and Dispute Resolution Council. Course Information: May be repeated for a maximum of 4 hours. Previously listed as JD 010. Prerequisite(s): JD 401 and JD 405 and JD 406 and JD 407 and JD 411 and JD 414 and JD 415 and JD 416; and LAW 402 or LAW 403 or LAW 404; and LAW 412 or LAW 413.

TADR 412. Moot Court Competition. 1 or 2 hour.
Students are selected for a team through a tryout and interview process, and, if selected, participate in an appellate brief and oral argument competition. Course Information: May be repeated to a maximum of 8 total combined hours in TADR 412 and TADR 413. Previously listed as JD 012. Prerequisite(s): JD 401 and JD 405 and JD 406 and JD 407 and JD 411 and JD 414 and JD 415 and JD 416; and LAW 402 or LAW 403 or LAW 404; and LAW 412 or LAW 413; and JD 425.

TADR 413. Moot Court Honors Program: Executive Board. 1 or 2 hour.
Board members are elected and are responsible for running the LSIII Herzog and One L Competitions and competing on and supervising interscholastic moot court teams. Course Information: May be repeated to a maximum of 4 hours. Previously listed as JD 013. Prerequisite(s): JD 401 and JD 405 and JD 406 and JD 407 and JD 411 and JD 414 and JD 415 and JD 416; and LAW 402 or LAW 403 or LAW 404; and LAW 412 or LAW 413; and JD 425.

TADR 414. Alternative Means of Dispute Resolution. 2 hours.
Students learn the fundamental principles of effective arbitration and mediation and participate in simulated problem solving. Course Information: Previously listed as JD 251. Prerequisite(s): JD 401, and JD 405, and JD 406, and JD 407, and JD 411, and JD 414, and JD 415, and JD 416; and LAW 402 or LAW 403 or LAW 404; and LAW 412 or LAW 413; and JD 425 or TADR 457.

TADR 420. Deposition Practicum. 2 hours.
Students learn deposition fundamentals, including deposition rules and objectives, questioning techniques, objections, and tactical considerations. Course Information: Previously listed as JD 285. Prerequisite(s): JD 401 and JD 405 and JD 406 and JD 407 and JD 411 and JD 414 and JD 415 and JD 416; and LAW 402 or LAW 403 or LAW 404; and LAW 412 or LAW 413; and JD 425 or TADR 457.

TADR 421. Arbitration. 2 hours.
Fundamentals of arbitration through simulations and mock arbitration proceedings. Course Information: Previously listed as JD 119. Prerequisite(s): JD 401 and JD 405 and JD 406 and JD 407 and JD 411 and JD 414 and JD 415 and JD 416; and LAW 402 or LAW 403 or LAW 404; and LAW 412 or LAW 413.

TADR 422. E-Discovery. 2 hours.
Addresses unique issues and procedural rules related to e-discovery. Course Information: Same as PTL 422. Previously listed as JD 270/ITP 870. Prerequisite(s): JD 401, and JD 405, and JD 406, and JD 407, and JD 411, and JD 414, and JD 415, and JD 416; and LAW 402 or LAW 403 or LAW 404; and LAW 412 or LAW 413.

TADR 423. Mediation and Mediation Advocacy. 2 hours.
Students learn the fundamentals of representing a client in a mediation setting, and participate in mediation advocacy simulations. Course Information: Previously listed as JD 244. Prerequisite(s): JD 401, and JD 405, and JD 406, and JD 407, and JD 411, and JD 414, and JD 415, and JD 416; and LAW 402 or LAW 403 or LAW 404; and LAW 412 or LAW 413.

TADR 424. Jury Selection. 2 hours.
Students learn the fundamentals of jury selection, including: peremptory and “for cause” challenges, Batson claims, juror questionnaires, and proper questioning techniques for conducting voir dire. Course Information: Previously listed as JD 542. Prerequisite(s): JD 401, and JD 405, and JD 406, and JD 407, and JD 411, and JD 414, and JD 415, and JD 416; and LAW 402 or LAW 403 or LAW 404; and LAW 412 or LAW 413; and TADR 457 or JD 425; and TADR 400 or TADR 401 or TADR 402 or IP 404.
TADR 425. Family Law Mediation. 2 hours.
Students learn the various methods of family dispute mediation and resolution and participate in mock mediations. Course Information: Previously listed as JD 545. Prerequisite(s): JD 401, and JD 405, and JD 406, and JD 407, and JD 411, and JD 414, and JD 415, and JD 416; and LAW 402 or LAW 403 or LAW 404; and LAW 412 or LAW 413; and LAW 460.

TADR 426. Counseling and Negotiations. 3 hours.
Fundamentals of client counseling and negotiation to ascertain and achieve their client's underlying goals, and engage in simulations to employ best practices. Course Information: Previously listed as JD 210. Prerequisite(s): JD 401 and JD 405 and JD 406 and JD 407 and JD 411 and JD 414 and JD 415 and JD 416; and LAW 402 or LAW 403 or LAW 404; and LAW 412 or LAW 413.

TADR 427. Illinois Criminal Trial Litigation Strategy. 3 hours.
Students learn the fundamentals of motions practice in the trial court setting, including pre- and post-trial motions and participate in a mock trial. Course Information: Previously listed as JD 548. Prerequisite(s): JD 401, and JD 405, and JD 406, and JD 407, and JD 411, and JD 414, and JD 415, and JD 416; and LAW 402 or LAW 403 or LAW 404; and LAW 412 or LAW 413.

TADR 428. Litigation Technology. 3 hours.
Students learn the fundamentals of using technology and software to present audio and video images in court, and participate in mock-trial simulations. Course information: Previously listed as JD 546. Prerequisite(s): JD 401, and JD 405, and JD 406, and JD 407, and JD 411, and JD 414, and JD 415, and JD 416; and LAW 402 or LAW 403 or LAW 404; and LAW 412 or LAW 413.

TADR 429. Expert Witnesses. 2 hours.
Students learn the fundamental skills of presenting and confronting an expert witness and participate in simulated mock depositions and trials. Course Information: Previously listed as JD 541. Prerequisite(s): JD 401, and JD 405, and JD 406, and JD 407, and JD 411, and JD 414, and JD 415, and JD 416; and LAW 402 or LAW 403 or LAW 404; and LAW 412 or LAW 413; and JD 425 or TADR 457.

TADR 430. White Collar Crime. 2 hours.
Analyzes principles of federal white collar crime, including: conspiracy, mail and wire fraud, RICO, bribery, entity liability, and money laundering. Course Information: Previously listed as JD 218. Prerequisite(s): JD 401 and JD 405 and JD 406 and JD 407 and JD 411 and JD 414 and JD 415 and JD 416; and LAW 402 or LAW 403 or LAW 404; and LAW 412 or LAW 413.

TADR 432. Sex Crimes. 3 hours.
Explores laws concerning sexual violence and rape, child molestation and pornography, obscenity, prostitution, and sex offender and civil commitment laws. Course Information: Previously listed as JD 164. Prerequisite(s): JD 401, and JD 405, and JD 406, and JD 407, and JD 411, and JD 414, and JD 415, and JD 416, and LAW 402 or LAW 403 or LAW 404, and LAW 412 or LAW 413.

TADR 440. Illinois Civil Procedure. 3 hours.
Covers all aspects of Illinois Civil Procedure, including the structure of the court system, personal jurisdiction, venue, motion practice, discovery, and appeals. Course Information: Previously listed as JD 177. Prerequisite(s): JD 401, and JD 405, and JD 406, and JD 407, and JD 411, and JD 414, and JD 415, and JD 416; and LAW 402 or LAW 403 or LAW 404; and LAW 412 or LAW 413.

TADR 443. Complex Litigation. 2 hours.
Explores federal civil litigation issues related to the nature of complex litigation, claim and party joinder, class actions, and multidistrict litigation. Course Information: Previously listed as JD 261. Prerequisite(s): JD 401, and JD 405, and JD 406, and JD 407, and JD 411, and JD 414, and JD 415, and JD 416; and LAW 402 or LAW 403 or LAW 404; and LAW 412 or LAW 413.

TADR 445. Criminal Procedure: Adjudication. 2 hours.
Covers criminal charges, bail, arraignments, grand juries, joinder, severance, motions, discovery, speedy trial, pleas, double jeopardy, sentencing, post-conviction remedies, habeas corpus, and appeals. Course Information: Previously listed as JD 213. Prerequisite(s): JD 401 and JD 405 and JD 406 and JD 407 and JD 411 and JD 414 and JD 415 and JD 416; and LAW 402 or LAW 403 or LAW 404; and LAW 412 or LAW 413.

TADR 447. Intellectual Property Litigation. 3 hours.
Focuses on specific aspects of civil and administrative litigation related to intellectual property law, including patent, trademark, copyright, and trade secret litigation. Course Information: Previously listed as JD 194. Prerequisite(s): JD 401, and JD 405, and JD 406, and JD 407, and JD 411, and JD 414, and JD 415, and JD 416; and LAW 402 or LAW 403 or LAW 404; and LAW 412 or LAW 413.

TADR 448. Conflicts of Law. 3 hours.
Teaches various approaches to choosing applicable law in civil controversies with multistate connections or federal and state interests. Course Information: Previously listed as JD 128. Prerequisite(s): JD 401 and JD 405 and JD 406 and JD 407 and JD 411 and JD 414 and JD 415 and JD 416 and LAW 402 or LAW 403 or LAW 404 and LAW 412 or LAW 413.

TADR 449. International Civil Litigation. 2 hours.
Students explore international issues that arise in U.S. civil litigation and learn how domestic courts address and resolve such issues. Course Information: Previously listed as JD 206. Prerequisite(s): JD 401, and JD 405, and JD 406, and JD 407, and JD 411, and JD 414, and JD 415, and JD 416; and LAW 402 or LAW 403 or LAW 404; and LAW 412 or LAW 413.

TADR 450. Illinois Evidence. 2 hours.
Students learn and apply the Illinois Rules of Evidence, including the distinctions and similarities between the Federal and Illinois Rules. Course Information: Previously listed as TADR 450. Prerequisite(s): JD 401, and JD 405, and JD 406, and JD 407, and JD 411, and JD 414, and JD 415, and JD 416; and LAW 402 or LAW 403 or LAW 404; and LAW 412 or LAW 413.

TADR 455. Advanced Scientific Evidence. 3 hours.
Students learn the procedural and substantive rules associated with scientific evidence and develop expert witness examination skills. Course Information: Previously listed as JD 547. Prerequisite(s): JD 401, and JD 405, and JD 406, and JD 407, and JD 411, and JD 414, and JD 415, and JD 416; and LAW 402 or LAW 403 or LAW 404; and LAW 412 or LAW 413; and JD 425 or TADR 457.

TADR 457. Trial Lawyer: Evidence. 4 hours.
Analyzes the principles and rules of evidence, and explore presenting evidence in a court proceeding. Course Information: Previously listed as JD 184 E. Prerequisite(s):JD 401 and JD 405 and JD 406 and JD 407 and JD 411 and JD 414 and JD 415 and JD 416; and LAW 402 or LAW 403 or LAW 404; and LAW 412 or LAW 413. Corequisite(s):TADR 402.
TADR 460. Lawyering Skills IV: Drafting: Criminal Litigation. 2 hours.
Focuses on specialized drafting skills needed for successful criminal litigation practice including, but not limited to, motions, pleadings, and briefs. Course Information: Previously listed as JD 226. Prerequisite(s): JD 401 and JD 405 and JD 406 and JD 407 and JD 411 and JD 414 and JD 415 and JD 416; and LAW 402 or LAW 403 or LAW 404; and LAW 412 or LAW 413; and LAW 422.

TADR 461. Lawyering Skills IV: Drafting: Civil Litigation. 2 hours.
Focuses on drafting skills needed for a successful litigation practice, including motions, pleadings, discovery, and briefs. Course Information: Previously listed as JD 152. Prerequisite(s): JD 401 and JD 405 and JD 406 and JD 407 and JD 411 and JD 414 and JD 415 and JD 416; and LAW 402 or LAW 403 or LAW 404; and LAW 412 or LAW 413; and LAW 422.

TADR 462. Clinic: Pro Bono Litigation Gen/Fed Class. 2 hours.
Students are supervised by attorneys as they engage in pro bono services for traditionally underserved populations in all litigation matters. Course Information: Previously listed as JD 018GF. Prerequisite(s): JD 401 and JD 405 and JD 406 and JD 407 and JD 411 and JD 414 and JD 415 and JD 416; and LAW 402 or LAW 403 or LAW 404; and LAW 412 or LAW 413. Corequisite(s): TADR 464.

TADR 463. Clinic: Pro Bono Litigation Stat/Civ Class. 2 hours.
Students, supervised by attorneys, perform pro bono services for traditionally underserved populations, including homeowners in foreclosure proceedings, clients in expungement, transgender and other proceedings. Course Information: Previously listed as JD 018SC. Prerequisite(s): JD 401 and JD 405 and JD 406 and JD 407 and JD 411 and JD 414 and JD 415 and JD 416; and LAW 402 or LAW 403 or LAW 404; and LAW 412 or LAW 413. Corequisite(s): TADR 464.

TADR 464. Clinic: Pro Bono Litigation Clinic. 3 hours.
Students, supervised by attorneys, perform pro bono services for traditionally underserved populations, including housing foreclosure, expungement, transgender name change, and federal civil rights matters. Course Information: Previously listed as JD 018CLN. Prerequisite(s): JD 401 and JD 405 and JD 406 and JD 407 and JD 411 and JD 414 and JD 415 and JD 416; and LAW 402 or LAW 403 or LAW 404; and LAW 412 or LAW 413. Corequisite(s): TADR 462 or TADR 463.

TADR 465. Clinic: Pro Bono Litigation Advanced. 1-3 hours.
Students, supervised by attorneys, perform pro bono services for traditionally underserved populations, including amicus briefs, appeals and other federal civil rights matters. Course Information: May be repeated to a maximum of 3 hours. Previously listed as JD 018ADV. JD students may not complete more than 15 combined clinic and extern credit hours (including no more than 6 externship credit hours). Prerequisite(s): JD 401 and JD 405 and JD 406 and JD 407 and JD 411 and JD 414 and JD 415 and JD 416; and LAW 402 or LAW 403 or LAW 404; and LAW 412 or LAW 413; and TADR 464.

TADR 466. Clinic: Conflict Resolution Class. 2 hours.
Students train to become certified mediators and mediate disputes in small claims court. Course Information: Previously listed as JD 522C. JD students may not complete more than 15 combined clinic and extern credit hours (including no more than 6 externship credit hours). Prerequisite(s): JD 401 and JD 405 and JD 406 and JD 407 and JD 411 and JD 414 and JD 415 and JD 416; and LAW 402 or LAW 403 or LAW 404; and LAW 412 or LAW 413. Corequisite(s): TADR 467.

TADR 467. Clinic: Conflict Resolution Clinic. 3 hours.
Students train to become certified mediators and mediate disputes in small claims court. Course Information: Previously listed as JD 522C. JD students may not complete more than 15 combined clinic and extern credit hours (including no more than 6 externship credit hours). Prerequisite(s): JD 401, and JD 405, and JD 406, and JD 407, and JD 411, and JD 414, and JD 415, and JD 416; and LAW 402 or LAW 403 or LAW 404; and LAW 412 or LAW 413. Corequisite(s): TADR 466.

TADR 468. Clinic: Conflict Resolution Advanced. 1-3 hours.
Students train to become certified mediators and mediate disputes in small claims court. Course Information: May be repeated to a maximum of 3 hours. Previously listed as JD 522 ADV. JD students may not complete more than 15 combined clinic and extern credit hours (including no more than 6 externship credit hours). Prerequisite(s): JD 401, and JD 405, and JD 406, and JD 407, and JD 411, and JD 414, and JD 415, and JD 416, and LAW 402 or LAW 403 or LAW 404, and LAW 412 or LAW 413, and TADR 466, and TADR 467.

TADR 472. Externship: Local Government and Non-Profit. 2 or 3 hours.
Students work with agencies and lawyers under the supervision of attorneys and faculty to develop litigation skills and an understanding of ethical and professional responsibilities. Course Information: May be repeated to a maximum of 3 hours. Previously listed as JD 277. Prerequisite(s): JD 401 and JD 405 and JD 406 and JD 407 and JD 411 and JD 414 and JD 415 and JD 416; and LAW 402 or LAW 403 or LAW 404; and LAW 412 or LAW 413.

TADR 473. Externship: Criminal Law. 2 or 3 hours.
Students work with agencies and lawyers under the supervision of attorneys and faculty to develop litigation skills and an understanding of ethical and professional responsibilities. Course Information: May be repeated to a maximum of 3 hours. Previously listed as JD 278. Prerequisite(s): JD 401 and JD 405 and JD 406 and JD 407 and JD 411 and JD 414 and JD 415 and JD 416; and LAW 402 or LAW 403 or LAW 404; and LAW 412 or LAW 413.

TADR 474. Externship: Judicial. 2 or 3 hours.
Students work with a judge in a capacity similar to a judicial law clerk and are evaluated both by a faculty member and the judge. Course Information: May be repeated to a maximum of 3 hours. Previously listed as JD 297. Prerequisite(s): JD 401 and JD 405 and JD 406 and JD 407 and JD 411 and JD 414 and JD 415 and JD 416; and LAW 402 or LAW 403 or LAW 404; and LAW 412 or LAW 413.

TADR 475. Externship: JD Advanced. 1-3 hours.
Students work with a judge in a capacity similar to a judicial law clerk and are evaluated both by a faculty member and the judge. Course Information: May be repeated to a maximum of 3 hours. Previously listed as JD 297ADV. Prerequisite(s): JD 401 and JD 405 and JD 406 and JD 407 and JD 411 and JD 414 and JD 415 and JD 416; and LAW 402 or LAW 403 or LAW 404; and JD 402 or LAW 403 or LAW 404; and LAW 412 or LAW 413. TADR 473 or TADR 474.

TADR 476. Externship: Restorative Justice Class. 2 hours.
Restorative justice and its application to persons convicted of crimes, the mentally ill, drug and alcohol abusers, and juvenile offenders. Course Information: Previously listed as JD 185. Prerequisite(s): JD 401 and JD 405 and JD 406 and JD 407 and JD 411 and JD 414 and JD 415 and JD 416; and LAW 402 or LAW 403 or LAW 404; and LAW 412 or LAW 413. Corequisite(s): TADR 477.
Students will work in placements with the courts, the Department of Corrections, the Cook County Jail, the Chicago schools, and other similar agencies. Course Information: Previously listed as JD 185EX. Prerequisite(s): JD 401 and JD 405 and JD 406 and JD 407 and JD 411 and JD 414 and JD 415 and JD 416; and LAW 402 or LAW 403 or LAW 404; and LAW 412 or LAW 413. Corequisite(s): TADR 476.

Students will work in public schools, courts, correctional facilities, or other appropriate venues for 52 hours a week for each credit hour earned. Course Information: May be repeated to a maximum of 4 hours. Previously listed as JD 185ADV. Prerequisite(s): JD 401 and JD 405 and JD 406 and JD 407 and JD 411 and JD 414 and JD 415 and JD 416; and LAW 402 or LAW 403 or LAW 404; and LAW 412 or LAW 413; and TADR 476 and TADR 477.

TADR 481. Clinic: International Human Rights Class. 2 hours.
Student clinicians work on asylum cases and or human rights impact cases/projects in international, regional, and domestic mechanisms. Course Information: Previously listed as JD 174CLN. Prerequisite(s): JD 401 and JD 405 and JD 406 and JD 407 and JD 411 and JD 414 and JD 415 and JD 416; and LAW 402 or LAW 403 or LAW 404; and LAW 412 or LAW 413. Corequisite(s): TADR 482.

TADR 482. Clinic: International Human Rights Clinic. 3 hours.
Student clinicians work on asylum cases and or human rights impact cases/projects in international, regional, and domestic mechanisms. Course Information: Previously listed as JD 174ADV. Prerequisite(s): JD 401 and JD 405 and JD 406 and JD 407 and JD 411 and JD 414 and JD 415 and JD 416; and LAW 402 or LAW 403 or LAW 404; and LAW 412 or LAW 413. Corequisite(s): TADR 483.

TADR 483. Clinic: International Human Rights Advanced. 1-3 hours.
Student clinicians work on asylum cases and or human rights impact cases / projects in international, regional, and domestic mechanisms. Course Information: May be repeated to a maximum of 3 hours. Previously listed as JD 174ADV. JD students may not complete more than 15 combined clinic and extern credit hours (including no more than 6 externship credit hours). Prerequisite(s): JD 401 and JD 405 and JD 406 and JD 407 and JD 411 and JD 414 and JD 415 and JD 416; and LAW 402 or LAW 403 or LAW 404; and LAW 412 or LAW 413; and TADR 481 and TADR 482.

TADR 484. Clinic: Family Law and Domestic Violence Class. 3 hours.
Students work with survivors of domestic violence on: orders of protection; divorce; immigration, debt, and tax relief; housing and employment protections; criminal matters; and wills. Course Information: Previously listed as JD 276CLN. JD students may not complete more than 15 combined clinic and extern credit hours (including no more than 6 externship credit hours). Prerequisite(s): JD 401 and JD 405 and JD 406 and JD 407 and JD 411 and JD 414 and JD 415 and JD 416; and LAW 402 or LAW 403 or LAW 404; and LAW 412 or LAW 413. Corequisite(s): TADR 485.

TADR 485. Clinic: Family Law and Domestic Violence Clinic. 3 hours.
Students work with survivors of domestic violence on: orders of protection; divorce; immigration, debt, and tax relief; housing and employment protections; criminal matters; and wills. Course Information: Previously listed as JD 276ADV. JD students may not complete more than 15 combined clinic and extern credit hours (including no more than 6 externship credit hours). Prerequisite(s): JD 401, and JD 405, and JD 406, and JD 407, and JD 411, and JD 414, and JD 415, and JD 416; and LAW 402 or LAW 403 or LAW 404; and LAW 412 or LAW 413. Corequisite(s): TADR 484.

TADR 486. Clinic: Family Law and Domestic Violence Advanced. 1-3 hours.
Students work with survivors of domestic violence on: orders of protection; divorce; immigration, debt, and tax relief; housing and employment protections; criminal matters; and wills. Course Information: May be repeated to a maximum of 3 hours. Previously listed as JD 276ADV. JD students may not complete more than 15 combined clinic and extern credit hours (including no more than 6 externship credit hours). Prerequisite(s): JD 401, and JD 405, and JD 406, and JD 407, and JD 411, and JD 414, and JD 415, and JD 416; and LAW 402 or LAW 403 or LAW 404; and LAW 412 or LAW 413; and TADR 484, and TADR 485.

TADR 487. Clinic: Veterans Class. 2 hours.
Assist veterans with appeals claims for VA disability compensation benefits, as well as claims to upgrade less-than-honorable military discharges. Course Information: Previously listed as JD 125CLN. Prerequisite(s): JD 401 and JD 405 and JD 406 and JD 407 and JD 411 and JD 414 and JD 415 and JD 416; and LAW 402 or LAW 403 or LAW 404; and LAW 412 or LAW 413. Corequisite(s): TADR 488.

TADR 488. Clinic: Veterans Clinic. 3 hours.
Assist veterans with appeals claims for VA disability compensation benefits, as well as claims to upgrade less-than-honorable military discharges. Course Information: Previously listed as JD 125CLN. Prerequisite(s): JD 401 and JD 405 and JD 406 and JD 407 and JD 411 and JD 414 and JD 415 and JD 416; and LAW 402 or LAW 403 or LAW 404; and LAW 412 or LAW 413. Corequisite(s): TADR 489.

TADR 489. Clinic: Veterans Advanced. 1-3 hours.
Assist veterans with appeals claims for VA disability compensation benefits, as well as claims to upgrade less-than-honorable military discharges. Course Information: May be repeated to a maximum of 3 hours. Previously listed as JD 125ADV. JD students may not complete more than 15 combined clinic and extern credit hours (including no more than 6 externship credit hours). Prerequisite(s): JD 401 and JD 405 and JD 406 and JD 407 and JD 411 and JD 414 and JD 415 and JD 416; and LAW 402 or LAW 403 or LAW 404; and LAW 412 or LAW 413; and TADR 487 and TADR 488.

TADR 491. Clinic: Community Enterprise and Solidarity Economy Law Class. 2 hours.
Students represent low-moderate income entrepreneurs, community-based businesses, cooperatives, and non-for-profit organizations in transactional matters and work on community economic development law projects. Course Information: Previously listed as JD 291C. Prerequisite(s): JD 401 and JD 405 and JD 406 and JD 407 and JD 411 and JD 414 and JD 415 and JD 416; and LAW 402 or LAW 403 or LAW 404; and LAW 412 or LAW 413. Corequisite(s): TADR 492.
TADR 492. Clinic: Community Enterprise and Solidarity Economy Law Clinic. 3 hours.
Students represent low-moderate income entrepreneurs, community-based businesses, cooperatives, and non-for-profit organizations in transactional matters and work on community economic development law projects. Course Information: Previously listed as JD 291CLN. Prerequisite(s): JD 401 and JD 405 and JD 406 and JD 407 and JD 411 and JD 414 and JD 415 and JD 416; and LAW 402 or LAW 403 or LAW 404; and LAW 412 or LAW 413. Corequisite(s): TADR 491.

TADR 493. Clinic: Community Enterprise and Solidarity Economy Law Advanced. 1-3 hours.
Students represent low-moderate income entrepreneurs, community-based businesses, cooperatives, and non-for-profit organizations in transactional matters and work on community economic development law projects. Course Information: May be repeated to a maximum of 3 hours. Previously listed as JD 291ADV. JD students may not complete more than 15 combined clinic and extern credit hours (including no more than 6 externship credit hours). Prerequisite(s): JD 401 and JD 405 and JD 406 and JD 407 and JD 411 and JD 414 and JD 415 and JD 416; and LAW 402 or LAW 403 or LAW 404; and LAW 412 or LAW 413; TADR 491 and TADR 492.

TADR 494. Clinic: Patent Class. 2 hours.
Students work with small businesses and individual inventors on patent applications, office action responses, and draft ex parte reexamination requests to challenge patent validity. Course Information: Previously listed as JD 239C. Prerequisite(s): JD 401 and JD 405 and JD 406 and JD 407 and JD 411 and JD 414 and JD 415 and JD 416; and LAW 402 or LAW 403 or LAW 404; and LAW 412 or LAW 413. Corequisite(s): TADR 495.

TADR 495. Clinic: Patent Clinic. 3 hours.
Students work with small businesses and individual inventors on patent applications, office action responses, and draft ex parte reexamination requests to challenge patent validity. Course Information: Previously listed as JD 239CLN. Prerequisite(s): JD 401 and JD 405 and JD 406 and JD 407 and JD 411 and JD 414 and JD 415 and JD 416; and LAW 402 or LAW 403 or LAW 404; and LAW 412 or LAW 413. Corequisite(s): TADR 494.

TADR 547. Clinic: Fair Housing Advanced. 1-3 hours.
Students work with plaintiffs in housing civil rights matters, including evictions, foreclosures, covenant enforcement actions and other matters raising discrimination issues. Course Information: Same as RE 547. May be repeated to a maximum of 3 hours. Previously listed as JD 133ADV/RE 633ADV. JD students may not complete more than 15 combined clinic and extern hours (including no more than 6 externship credit hours). Prerequisite(s): JD 539 or RE 539 and JD 541 or RE 541.